
 

 

 

plant a tree, save a family 

 
ECPN Organisation was founded in 2018 with the goal of doing              

" Go Green " work for the society. ECPN do virtual business with 

social responsibility. as you know " Resources Aren't Free, They Charge All 

a Fee".  BLOCKCHAIN is the future of financial market.  ECPN Token is a smart 

contract platform on the (ERC20) Ethereum Blockchain. ECPN Token 

is used for   ' Donation ' to "Go Green " project &   also ' Investment' 

purpose for our investor. 
 

 The Blockchain for Business.  

 

 

ECPN Token for  

'Go Green' 

 

 

 

 



Why ECPN Token? 

 

 

ECPN Token is a smart contract platform on the (ERC20) Ethereum 

Blockchain. Ethereum is a global, open-source platform for 

decentralized applications, and is accessible anywhere in the world. If 

you’ve heard of Bitcoin &  ETH, ECPN Token (Erc20) has many of the 

same features. It is purely digital, and can be sent to anyone anywhere 

in the world instantly. The supply of ECPN Token isn’t controlled by any 

government or company - it is decentralized, and it is scarce. People all 

over the world use ECPN Token to make payments, as a store of value, 

or as collateral. ECPN Token can be decentralized, meaning that no 

single entity or person controls them. 

 

Our GOGREEN project is supported by ECPN Token . Our slogan " Plant 

a tree , save a family " .  GO GREEN projects is using as both " social " & 

" commercial "cause . 
 

"Social cause"- At the onset of global warming and drastic climate 

changes, there arises an urgent need for people to adopt a ‘green’ way 

of living, from both an individual as well as a business point of view.It 

is possible to become eco-friendly without spending a lot of money. For 

starters, you can start changing things from the inside, by adopting 

green policies, such as recycling. Find ways to engage staff so that one 

get involved with your green policies. GoGreen for better world. ECPN 

Organisation will plant 200 billions tree in different part of world.  
 

"Commercial cause" - ECPN Organisatin do work on commercial base 

like planting tree for wooden industry. clean energy , bio fertiliser for 

farming, bio products for using . its support ECPN Token value . 
 

ECPN Token created for many usecases as a solution of payments can 

be used in ECPN RECHARGE APP for Flight Bookings , Hotel Bookings , 

Recharge your mobile , Dth Recharge , Tours & Travels Bookings , 

Online Shopping etc. 
 

 Trading signals system will be the additional benefits for all ECPN 

TRADERS. 
 

 



Road Map 

 

Ecpn organisation upgraded to ECPN Token ( Erc20 ) 

ethereum based token. 

 

 

 

ECPN Token will start listing in different exchanges. In 

100 days not only  list in many exchanges but also we 

list in CMC & other relate markets. 

 

 

 

 

From Oct 2019 , our 'GoGreen' will start. there have many 

part for this project. It need to start it from Oct. so we 

will complete one by one step. 

 

 

 

                         

ECPN Organisation will start faucet app. Where all members able to 

earn ECPN Token freely with spending some time in app. 

 

 

2019 

June 

Phase 

1,2,3 

Phase 4 

Gogreen 

Phase 5 

2020 



 

ECPN organisation will start own ECPN Token Usable 

programme. One by one will start all usable program 

1. Recharge app 

 2. Lottery 

 3. Games  

 4. Online Shopping (ecommerce)   

 

 

ECPN Organisation will start 2nd mission.   

1, Bio- Diesel 

2. Bio - gas 

3. Bio- compost 

 

 

  

ECPN Organisation will start Own exchange, with 

ECPN Token as base currency. 

  

 

 

 

Phase 6 

2020 

Phase 7 

2020 

Phase 8 

2020 



Our Mission 

 

 
1) ECPN “Go green” this project involve planting trees and Target will 

be 200,000,000,000 trees to save the planet. we are very much focused 

on bringing existing woodland into management because there is no 

point in planting new Greenland if you can't manage what you've got 

already.  we want to engage people a lot more in their natural 

environment; in planting trees; in managing areas; in understanding 

more about the benefits that trees and woodlands bring to our 

society." 

 



 
 

 

 

2) ECPN “Bio diesel” projects target will be 200,000,000,000 litre 

production per year. Biodiesel is a renewable fuel that is manufactured 

from vegetable oils, animal fats, or recycled restaurant grease for use 

in diesel equipment. Biodiesel's However, as the biodiesel is produced 

from vegetable oils and animal fats, there are concerns 

that biodiesel feedstock may compete with food supply in the long-

term. The successful financing of an ethanol or biodiesel 

project requires a substantial amount of capital. The cost of 

constructing a biofuels plant that produces 50 million gallons per year 

can easily exceed $80 million. To contribute to better health and 

environmental conditions, this project collected waste oil and 

processes it into biodiesel. 

 

 

 



 
3) ECPN” waste to energy” target will be 200,000,000,000-ton waste to 

be converted to energy.  waste-to-energy projects have gained special 

attention from the central government. States have been directed to 

procure all electricity generated from waste-to-energy projects 

without fail. Waste-to-energy or energy-from-waste is the process of 

generating energy in the form of electricity and/or heat from the 

primary treatment of waste. 

 

4) ECPN “waste to compost” target will be 200,000,000,000 tons waste 

to be convert to compost. Compost is rich in nutrients. It is used in 

gardens, landscaping, horticulture, and agriculture. The compost itself 

is beneficial for the land in many ways, including as a soil conditioner, 

a fertilizer, addition of vital humus or humid acids, and as a natural 

pesticide for soil. In ecosystems, compost is useful for erosion control, 

land and stream reclamation, wetland construction, and as landfill 

cover (see compost uses). Organic ingredients intended for 

composting can alternatively be used to generate biogas through 

anaerobic digestion. 

 

 



5) ECPN “Waste to Fuel” target will be 200,000,000,000 tons waste to 

be convert to fuel. 

 

 

6) ECPN “Green & clean Energy “target will be 200,000,000,000 Solar 

panels First of all Renewable Energy Projects That Pave the Way to a 

Cleaner Future. Sun, wind, water, biomass, waves and tides, and the 

heat of the soil, all provide alternatives to non-renewable energy. The 

fastest growing of these green energy sources is solar power and wind 

power. Hydro power is the largest alternative energy source but 

geothermal power, biomass power and tidal power are starting to 

make strides. Renewable is not only the need of the hour, but also the 

talk of the town. 

 

 

 

Ecp Token Usability 

 

1)Ecpn coin - Ecpn Token brings sound money to our investors, 

fulfilling the original promise of crypto as "Peer-to-Peer Electronic 

Cash". The future of Ecpn Token will shine brightly with unrestricted 

growth, global adoption, permission less innovation, and decentralized 

development. All Ecpn token holders can also be owners of Ecpn Coin. 

All are welcome to join the Ecpn Token community as we move 

forward in creating sound money accessible to our trust worthy 

investors. 

 

 



2) Recharge Apps 

We aim to make Ecpn Token recharge app , fast and simple to use by 

providing our users .Ecpn Token app will be available on IOS and 

Android so you can able to recharge your mobile with Ecpn Token with 

the help of this app you get other services like Flight booking, Hotel 

booking, Dth recharge, Tours & Travels , etc. 

 

3) ECPN Income Income Generation Prog. 

 a) Faucets 

 b) High-low games 

 c) jackpot games 

 d) Paying Forums 

 You can earn free Ecpn tokens by participating in these programs 

 

4) Ecommerce 

Ecpn Token for online shopping ,despite a large amount of interests 

from investors crypto currency still has yet to set the retail world 

alight .Nonetheless there’s a few outlets and in future Ecpn Token is 

also going to open  its online shopping site  where you can purchase 

easily through Ecpn Token that accept crypto currency payment which 

will help you get a handle on this new technologies. 

 

5) Donation 

Donators are invited directly to pay donations for GO GREEN & 

SOCIAL WORKS. 

Ecpn (ERC20) / Eth wallet no.- 

0x89856c5C447B066d0b985AfacaCd30b55D84de1c 

BTC wallet no.- 1ENj12ycvYGmTUuXkbMejfAA9nHptcbZWE 



 

 

6) Investment 

Investors are invited for business hand towards other project.  

for more details contact to:  

info@ecpntoken.org 

 

 

Our Team Members 

CEO 

10 years’ experience in online marketing goal achievement. A good 

analyser of financial market also A trainer who successfully motivated 

a group of young peoples into getting highest accolades for their 

endeavours. 

 

Business development 

Good achiever in construction & IT solutions system of developments. 

Team player, an enthusiastic and go-getter Outgoing individual.  

 

Developer & Marketing Team 

A decade experience in marketing and development. 

 

 

 

 

Our team 



Our team members are highly energetic and enthusiastic in marketing 

with assisting clients for the past 5 years. their skill is to include 

accessing prospects making most of the available options and closing 

with profitable. They are also a top performer and motivator who has 

the added advantage of technology as leverage to achieve timely 

results. They have a proven record.  

 

Email: info@ecpntoken.org 


